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John Brown
Abolitionist

. . . I believe to have interfered as I have done, . . . in behalf of His 
despised poor, was not wrong, but right. Now, if it be deemed nec-
essary that I should forfeit my life for the furtherance of the ends of 
justice, and mingle my blood further with the blood of my children, 

and with the blood of millions in this slave country whose rights 
are disregarded by wicked, cruel, and unjust enactments, I submit: 

so let it be done.
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William Lloyd Garrison
Abolitionist, Editor

I will be as harsh as truth and as uncompromising as justice.
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Henry David Thoreau
Writer, Transcendentalist, Activist

Under a government which imprisons any unjustly, the true place 
for a just man is also a prison.
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LUCY STONE
Abolitionist, Women’s Rights Activist

All over this land women have no political existence. Laws pass 
over our heads that we can not unmake. Our property is taken from 
us without our consent. The babes we bear in anguish and carry in 

our arms are not ours.
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Geronimo
Apache Warrior

I was born on the prairies where the wind 
blew free and there was nothing to break the 
light of the sun. I was born where there were 
no enclosures...
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Lucy Parsons
Anarchist Labor Organizer

I came to understand how organized governments used their con-
centrated power to retard progress by their ever-ready means of si-
lencing the voice of discontent if raised in vigorous protest against 
the machinations of the scheming few, who always did, always will 
and always must rule in the councils of nations where majority rule 

is recognized as the only means of adjusting the affairs of the 
people.
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Eugene V. Debs
Socialist Candidate for President

While there is a lower class, I am in it; while there is a criminal ele-
ment, I am of it; and while there is a soul in prison, I am not free.
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Ida B. Wells-Barnett
Suffragist, Anti-Lynching Activist, Women’s Rights Advocate

One had better die fighting against injustice than die like a dog or a 
rat in a trap.
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Emma Goldman
Anarchist

The history of progress is written in the blood of men and women 
who have dared to espouse an unpopular cause, as, for instance, 

the black man’s right to his body, or woman’s right to her soul.
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Ricardo Flores Magón
Revolutionary, Playwright, Journalist

I am already old; but when I die, my friends will perhaps inscribe 
on my tomb: “Here lies a dreamer,” and my enemies: “Here lies a 

madman.” But no one will be able to stamp the inscription: “Here 
lies a coward and traitor to his ideals.”
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Margaret Sanger
Birth Control Pioneer

Although Sanger was the mother of birth control we recently 
discovered her connection with eugenics, a movement that 

supported forced sterilization of the disabled and the poor (people 
of color). We were going to remove her image from our book of 

heroes but thought to leave it for educational purposes.
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Helen Keller
Socialist, Writer, Activist

Many persons have a wrong idea of what constitutes true happi-
ness. It is not attained through self-gratification but through fidelity 

to a worthy purpose.
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Ned Cobb
Organized black tenant farmers

All God’s dangers ain’t white men.
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Kiyoshi Okamoto
Organized Japanese prisoners held in internment camps

If democracy and freedom is to exist in this country, we must rectify 
the breaches made upon the guarantees of the Constitution, the Bill 

of Rights, and the various amendments.  Democracy, justice, and 
freedom must be practiced at home first. 
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Marion Anderson
Opera Singer

No matter how big a nation is, it is no stronger that its weakest peo-
ple, and as long as you keep a person down, some part of you has 

to be down there to hold the person down, so it means you cannot 
soar as you otherwise might.
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Paul Robeson
Civil Right Activist, Scholar,  Actor, Athlete, Singer

We ask for nothing that is not right, and herein lies the great power 
of our demand.
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Genora Johnson Dollinger
Labor Organizer and Feminist

The modern man is joining us in our fight for equal rights... We 
welcome their help...shoulder to shoulder... side by side... our inde-
pendence will make us both stronger in fighting together for a bet-

ter world of tomorrow.
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Fannie Lou Hamer
Civil Rights Activist

What was the point of being scared? The only thing they could do 
to me was kill me, and it seemed like they’d been trying to do that a 

little bit at a time ever since I could remember.
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Reies López Tijerina
Chicano Civil Rights Movement Leader

They took your land and gave you powdered milk, welfare.  Give 
us back our land grants as the Treaty of Guadalupe-Hidalgo prom-

ised, and you can keep your “welfare,” we don’t want it!
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Harvey Milk
Leading Gay Rights Advocate

If a bullet should enter my brain, let that bullet destroy every closet 
door.
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Audre Lorde
Activist, Educator, Writer

Sometimes we could not bear the face of each other’s differences 
because of what we feared it might say about ourselves.
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George Jackson
Activist behind bars, Writer

Patience has its limits. Take it too far, and it’s cowardice. 
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Angela Davis
Radical Activist, Philosopher, Writer, Teacher

Imprisonment has become the response of first resort to far too 
many of our social problems.
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Wilma Mankiller
First woman leader of the Cherokee Nation

I want to be remembered as the person who helped us restore faith 
in ourselves.
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Assata Shakur
Revolutionary For Black Liberation

We believe we’re free but we’re not. Our world vision is tainted. We 
are oppressed people in the U.S. and don’t even know it.
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Fred Hampton
Deputy Chairman of Illinois Black Panther Party

We have to understand very clearly that there’s a man in our com-
munity called a capitalist. Sometimes he’s black and sometimes 
he’s White. But that man has to be driven out of our community 

because anybody who comes into the community to make profit off 
of people by exploiting them can be defined as a capitalist.
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Judi Bari
Enviornmental Activist

This case is about the rights of all political activists to engage in dis-
sent without having to fear the government’s secret police.
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Sylvia Rivera
Transgender Activist

I’m not missing a minute of this, it’s the revolution.
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 John Brown (b. 1800) was one of the most ardent slavery abolitionists. As a deeply religious 

man, Brown was vehemently opposed to slavery. He gave land to fugitive slaves, participated 
in the Underground Railroad, and helped to protect escaped slaves from being recaptured. In 
1859 Brown led a raid on a US military arsenal in Harper’s Ferry, Virginia in hopes of gaining 
the artillery he needed to start a slave insurrection. His plan failed and for this act he was 
given the death penalty. His beliefs and strong actions fueled the future of the abolitionist 
movement and he became a hero and martyr for many Northerners.
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 William Lloyd Garrison (b. 1805) was the editor of an abolitionist newspaper that wrote 

furiously controversial editorials against slavery and in support of other civil rights causes. 
Believing that every man had the God-given right to be free from bondage, Garrison 
denounced the church and state, calling the US Constitution a “pro-slavery document”. He 
was active in organizing the New England Anti-Slavery Society and the American Anti-Slavery 
Society. From 1831 to 1865 he edited the weekly Boston Liberator and with his fiery editorials, 
the paper quickly became the nation’s best-known proponent for uncompromising, immediate 
emancipation for all slaves. Garrison also embraced a nonsectarian brand of Christian 
perfectionism and championed other unpopular causes including women’s rights, pacifism, 
and temperance. Although Garrison closed the Liberator in 1865, announcing the abolitionist 
mission complete, he remained an active reformer to his death.
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 Henry David Thoreau (b. 1817) was a poet who advocated and participated in civil 

disobedience as a form of protest. He is best known as a writer, philosopher, pacifist, and 
naturalist. Thoreau, however, began work as a teacher, but resigned when asked to use 
corporal punishment on his students. In 1838 he opened a private school in Concord, 
Massachusetts with his brother John based on the principles of transcendentalism as advocated 
by Ralph Waldo Emerson. After the death of his brother, Thoreau built a cabin at Walden 
Pond and in 1854 published Walden, considered by some as the most profound thinking about 
man’s relationship to nature. During his time he was arrested for refusing to pay the poll tax 
in protest to the US invasion of Mexico. Thoreau was also a life-long abolitionist, delivering 
lectures against the Fugitive Slave Law and in support of John Brown.
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 Lucy Stone (b. 1818) was a pioneer of women’s rights and an abolitionist. In disagreement with 

her father over the notion that women were inferior, Stone saved up money for nine years to 
put herself through college at Oberlin (the only college that accepted women at that time.) In 
1847 she became the first woman to earn a college degree in the state of Massachusetts. After 
graduation she became a traveling lecturer for the Anti-Slavery Society and an advocate for 
women’s rights. Stone went on to form the American Woman Suffrage Association in 1869. She 
was also one of the first women to retain her maiden name after marriage.
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 Geronimo (b. 1829) was one of the last American Indians to formally cede to the US. After 

he found his wife and child slaughtered by the Spanish, this courageous Apache warrior 
led a band of 37 men who fought against being extracted from their land to be placed on 
reservations, enslaved and/or forced to become “civilized” Christians. Geronimo managed to 
defy federal capture for over 25 years and it took over 5,000 soldiers to finally capture him. 
He died a prisoner on a reservation in Oklahoma. He represents unwavering courage and 
undying strength to the Apaches.
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 Lucy Parsons (b. 1853) was a militant labor organizer, anarchist, writer, and wife of Haymarket 

martyr Albert Parsons. After the state execution of her husband in 1887, Parsons continued 



her work fighting for the rights of the poor and disenfranchised by giving lectures across the 
country, remaining active in numerous labor organizations, and contributing articles to radical 
publications. As a woman of mixed roots (African American, Mexican, and Native American) 
who was most likely born a slave, Parsons also agitated against sexism and the oppression of 
people of color. In her writings Parsons advocated armed self-defense against the ruling class. 
She was instrumental in the forming of the Working Women’s Union (1879), the International 
Working People’s Association (1883), and the Industrial Workers of the World (1905). 
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 Eugene Debs (b. 1855) was a dedicated labor organizer and five-time Socialist Party candidate 

for President of the US. In 1893 he organized the American Railway Union, the first industrial 
union in the US.  The following year Debs took part in the Pullman strike in Chicago and was 
jailed for his participation. During World War I he took a militant anti-war stand, calling for a 
nationwide strike when the US entered the war. For these beliefs he was convicted under the 
Espionage Act and sentenced to ten years in prison. In 1920 Debs became the only presidential 
candidate to run for President from prison.
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 Ida B. Wells-Barnett (b. 1862) was a fearless anti-lynching activist, suffragist, feminist, 

journalist, and lecturer. Born a slave in Mississippi, Wells-Barnett worked as a school teacher 
to support her family after the Civil War. In 1889 she became editor and part owner of the Free 
Speech and Headlight, a militant journal based in Memphis, Tennessee. After the lynching of 
three friends, she denounced their brutal murder in an editorial and was forced to move to 
Chicago. In the North, Wells-Barnett continued exposing the injustices of the South through 
her published writings and lectures. She was a co-founder of the NAACP and later a founder 
of the Alpha Suffrage Club of Chicago in 1913, the first black suffrage organization. 
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 Emma Goldman (b. 1869) was an influential and notorious anarchist in the early twentieth 

century. A born organizer and agitator, Goldman was a passionate advocate for labor activism, 
the abolition of all hierarchy, women’s equality, birth control, libertarian education, and artistic 
freedom. From the end of the nineteenth century until her deportation to Russia in 1919, 
Goldman traveled constantly throughout the US speaking about anarchism and raising money 
for the causes she championed. Due to the radical nature of her beliefs, she was frequently 
arrested and prevented from speaking. During World War I Goldman was arrested due to her 
objection to the draft and sentenced to two years in prison. After her release she was deported 
to Russia where she witnessed the Russian Revolution first hand. Her fierce idealism and 
courage, has made Goldman an inspiration to many who fight for social justice. 
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 Ricardo Flores Magón (b. 1873) was a Mexican born anarchist labor organizer who inspired 

the Mexican Revolution. He was a journalist, prominent Mexican anarchist, and leading 
inspirer of the Mexican Revolution. Born in Oaxaca to an Indian father and mestiza mother, he 
pursued the study of law in Mexico before co-founding the anarchist paper Regeneración to 
agitate against the dictatorship of Porfirio Diaz (the paper reached a circulation of nearly thirty 
thousand.)  His work, writing and public statements led to two arrests and he was banned 
from publishing in Mexico.  He and his comrades crossed the border to Texas, where they 
reestablished their paper and in 1905 organized the Mexican Liberal Party (PLM) to combat 
the Diaz regime. The group moved frequently due to arrests for their involvement with the 
PLM (the organization launched a series of uprisings in Mexico and established a short-lived 
revolutionary commune in Baja California). In 1918 Flores Magón was arrested in Los Angeles 
and convicted for conspiracy against the US for writing an article calling for social revolution.  
He was sentenced to twenty years, but died in Leavenworth Federal Penitentiary in 1922.
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 Margaret Sanger (b. 1879) was an influential birth control advocate in the early 20th century. 

Trained as a nurse, Sanger worked in New York’s Lower East Side and witnessed first hand the 
terrible suffering of working-class women who were constantly pregnant and unable to care 
for and feed their children. Sanger founded the nation’s first birth control clinic in Brooklyn, 
New York in 1916 and the first legal, doctor-run birth control clinic in 1923. Throughout her 
life, Sanger survived legal prosecution, jail time, and numerous arrests for advocating the use 
of birth control. 
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 Helen Keller (b. 1880) was a life-long humanitarian. Although she is best known for 

overcoming multiple handicaps and becoming the first deaf-blind person to graduate from 
college, Keller was also a supporter of radical and progressive movements throughout her life. 
She joined the Socialist Party in 1909 and the Industrial Workers of the World in 1912. Keller 
was an outspoken critic of World War I. She worked tirelessly to speak, write, and agitate for 
those being imprisoned for their anti-war stance and for the rights of the disabled. 
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 Nate Shaw (b. 1885) organized black tenant farmers like himself in order to fight against white 

landowners who tried to exploit them. Born the son of a slave, Shaw overcame the plots and 
shams constructed by white landowners in the Jim Crow South to ensure the failure of black 
sharecroppers. In the 1930s with the arrival of the Communist Party in the area, he joined 
the Alabama Sharecroppers Union which was organized by the party. In 1932, he defended a 
neighbor when sheriff deputies came to confiscate his livestock.  This led to a shootout, and 
Shaw was later sentenced to 12 years in prison for this event.  He lived to see the civil rights 
movement.
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 Kiyoshi Okamoto (b. 1888) fought against the forced internment of 100,000 people of Japanese 

ancestry during World War II.  As a Nisei (native born American citizens who are the children 
of Japanese immigrants), he was placed in the Heart Mountain Relocation Center in Wyoming 
in 1942. Soon Okamoto began writing manifestoes against the injustice of the camps and 
helped organize the Fair Play Committee (FPC).  When the government began drafting young 
Nisei from the internment center, Okamoto and other FPC members began counseling these 
men to resist the draft. The FPC declared they would not cooperate with the draft unless their 
citizenship rights were restored. As a result three hundred Nisei refused to be inducted in 
protest. For this act Okamoto was sentenced to four years in prison for conspiracy to counsel 
draft evasion.
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Marian Anderson (b. 1897) quietly broke racial barriers in the music world through actions 
such as refusing to sing to segregated audiences and being the first African-American to 
perform with the New York Metropolitan Opera. Her talent and dedication to her art were 
beyond singular, but due to racial segregation and racism, her prospects for success were slim 
in the US. Supporters in Europe, especially Scandinavia, provided her with the opportunity to 
tour and Anderson quickly developed a renowned reputation. With no formal training until 
she was 17, she was awarded Honorary Doctorates in Music from Howard University, Temple 
University and Smith College. 
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 Paul Robeson (b. 1898) was a multi-lingual American actor, athlete, Bass-baritone concert 

singer, writer, and radical civil rights activist. He was the 3rd black student admitted to 
Rutgers College and he graduated valedictorian with Phi Beta Kappa honors in 1919. He went 
on to earn his law degree from Columbia University. He left his job as a law clerk due to the 
discrimination he faced in his field and moved into the theater. After performing all over the 



world and experiencing much lesser degrees of racism, he began to question why African-
Americans should support such a racist government. He was named an Un-American for his 
civil rights activities and his passport was revoked. His strong stance against racism helped 
fuel the Civil Rights movement of the 1960s.
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 Genora Johnson Dollinger (b. 1913) was a dedicated Socialist and a key figure in organizing 

women for the sit-down Flint Strike of 1936-1937 when auto workers protested against 
General Motors factories. The success of this strike ultimately had a profound effect on the 
success of the United Automobile Workers of America (UAW) . Dollinger helped found the 
Women’s Auxiliary of the UAW and led its military wing, the Women’s Emergency Brigade. 
Her determination against sexism and undying support for the auto workers’ cause is best 
illustrated by ‘The Battle of the Running Bulls.’ During the strike police tried to take back the 
factory using force. Dollinger persuaded women from the watching crowd to join the strikers.  
The police were so overwhelmed and unwilling to shoot at women that they gave up. After the 
Flint strike Dollinger was active in the NAACP, became a candidate of the Socialist Worker’s 
Party for the Michigan Senate in 1948, and helped organize Women for Peace (an anti-Vietnam 
War organization).
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 Fannie Lou Hamer (b. 1917) was a civil rights activist from Mississippi who specifically fought 

against illegal obstructions that prevented African Americans their right to vote. Despite death 
threats and losing her job as a plantation worker, Hamer became a SNCC field organizer 
and co-founder of the Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party (MFDP). In 1964 the MFDP 
challenged the all-white Mississippi delegation to the National Democratic Party Convention 
in Atlantic City, New Jersey.  Hamer spoke before a national television audience about how 
African Americans were prevented from voting. As a result, two members of the MDFP were 
allowed to speak at the convention.
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 Reies López Tijerina (b. 1926) Once an evangelical revivalist minister, Reies López Tijerina 

became a leading figure in the fight to secure New Mexican forests that were slotted to 
become national parks in 1966-67.  These tens of thousands of acres of land were the subject of 
dispute because the appropriation of these lands was in direct conflict with the 1848 Treaty of 
Guadalupe Hidalgo (this treaty was signed after the Mexican-American war to guarantee the 
security of land grants for Mexican citizens).  After founding the Alianza Federal de Pueblos 
Libros and protesting for five years to no avail (including briefly occupying part of Kit Carson 
National Forest), Tijerina led a raid against the new Mexico County Courthouse inducing the 
largest manhunt in New Mexico’s history. This event united Mexican-Americans across the US 
and is often credited as being the birth of the Chicano Civil Rights Movement. His actions led 
to his imprisonment which, in turn, caused the Alianza to dissolve.  
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 Harvey Milk (b. 1930) settled in San Francisco and opened a camera shop in what would 

later be known as the gay Castro district. He quickly understood that small businesses could 
have a strong impact on local government and started the Castro Valley Association, acting 
as a representative of small business needs. The CVA offered a venue in which the gay 
community could rally together politically, and over time, Harvey Milk became a leading 
gay rights advocate and politician. He became the first openly gay man to be elected to City 
Council in 1977. During his time in office, he opposed bills that would require gay and lesbian 
schoolteachers be fired. A year after his election, Harvey Milk along with Mayor Mascone 
were murdered by the former City Supervisor, Danny White, who had opposed the Gay Civil 
Rights Act which Harvey Milk had championed.  Danny White was given a lenient sentence of 
voluntary manslaughter and served only a single year of parole. This unjust sentencing was a 



leading cause of the White Night Riots.
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 Audre Lorde (b. 1934) was a poet, publisher, and activist born in New York to West Indian 

parents. Her powerful prose and poetry, while often romantic, protested the appropriation 
of black culture by whites, the lack of a gay rights movement and the subjugation of women. 
As an activist, educator and writer she made her mark through lectures, forming coalitions, 
and starting a press. In 1985 Lorde helped establish the Sisterhood in Support of Sisters in 
South Africa to support black women under apartheid. Before her death from liver cancer in 
1992, Lorde recorded her struggle with breast cancer in her first major prose work, The Cancer 
Journals. 
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 George Jackson (b. 1941) was a radical 1960s political activist who educated himself and 

became a member of the Black Panther Party after receiving a one-year-to-life prison sentence 
for robbing a gas station of $71 at the age of 18. While in prison he recruited black prisoners to 
the Black Panther Party and published his book Soledad Brother: Letters from Prison. Jackson 
was charged with murdering a prison guard in 1970 and many viewed his case as a political 
frame-up. In 1971 Jackson was gunned down by a guard during a riot at San Quentin Prison in 
California while allegedly making an attempt to escape. His family and supporters believe he 
was shot down in cold blood.
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 Angela Davis (b. 1944) is an academic dissident. After attending college both in the US and 

abroad during the 1960s, Davis became a revolutionary activist during the Black Power 
Movement joining the Black Panther Party and the American Communist Party. At the request 
of then California Governor Ronald Reagan, Davis was fired from her teaching position as a 
lecturer of philosophy at the University of California, Los Angeles when the FBI discovered 
her radical ties. In 1970 she was charged for the attempted rescue of incarcerated Black Panther 
George Jackson from a California courtroom. She was later acquitted on all charges. To this 
day, Davis continues to fight for civil rights and for the rights of prisoners.
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 Wilma Mankiller (b. 1945) was the first woman to serve as Principal Chief of the Cherokee 

Nation. Mankiller was born in a Cherokee community in Oklahoma, but her family moved to 
San Francisco, California in 1956 as part of the Bureau of Indian Affairs Relocation Program. 
During the 1970s she was active in many protest movements, participated in the Indian 
occupation of Alcatraz Island, and was the director of East Oakland’s Native American Youth 
Center. In 1976 Mankiller returned to her hometown in Oklahoma in hopes of helping her own 
people. As Principal Chief from 1985 to 1995, she focused on improving health care, education 
and established programs that would bring self-sufficiency to her people. 
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 Assata Shakur (b. 1947) is a visionary who was active in the black liberation movement, 

student rights movement, and anti-war movement during the 1960s and 1970s. For this work 
and her association with the Black Panther Party, Shakur has been harassed and vilified by 
state police and the FBI. In 1973, she and two other Black Panther Party members were stopped 
by state police on the New Jersey Turnpike.  A gun battle ensued, and Shakur was shot twice 
before being arrested for the murder of a state police officer. She was given a life sentence 
under egregious conditions, including being relegated to solitary confinement, beatings, 
harassment, and not receiving proper medical care for her wounds. She escaped from the 
Clinton Correctional Facility for Women after serving six years and has been living in exile 
in Cuba since 1984. The FBI currently has a million dollar bounty on her head, making her a 
target for free agents. Yet Shakur continues to work against racism and oppression with the 
determination that has made her an inspiration for so many.
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Page 28
 Fred Hampton (b. 1948) started a chapter of the Black Panthers in Chicago. His influence 

and mediation transformed gang rivalry and violence into a ‘rainbow coalition’ under a non-
aggression pact. Under his leadership, the Chicago Black Panthers also started a free breakfast 
program, free clinic, and empowered their community through education and unity. J. Edgar 
Hoover directed the FBI to launch an assault against all Black Nationalist groups, especially 
the Black Panthers. The FBI infiltrated the group and worked to sabotage all of their deeds as 
well as their reputation. On the fourth raid, police stormed the apartment, murdering Fred 
Hampton before shooting, beating, harassing and jailing the rest of the Panthers on site.
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 Judi Bari (b. 1949) is best known as the principle leader of Earth First! of Northern California 

although she began as a labor organizer. She campaigned against injustice of all kinds, and 
organized others in opposition to the destruction of old growth forests. In the early 90’s, under 
death threats from the timber industry, she organized Redwood Summer (nonviolent protests 
to defend the Redwood Forests). While promoting Redwood Summer with Darryl Cherney 
a bomb went off in her car. She was physically disabled from this act but continued to fight 
against the Oakland Police and FBI who claimed that she was transporting the bomb in her car 
for use in some future terrorist plot. Bari fought these false accusations in court and won. She 
died of breast cancer in 1997. In 2003 the City of Oakland elected May 24th as Judi Bari Day.
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 Sylvia Rivera (b. 1952) was a transgender activist and veteran of the Stonewall Riots. She was 

also a founding member of the Gay Liberation Front, the Gay Activist Alliance and strongly 
supported and helped found STAR (Street Transvestite Action Revolutionaries); a group 
devoted to helping transgender street youth. She is credited with being the first to incite the 
Stonewall Riots.




